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It is well established that earthquakes are correlated over distances greatly exceeding
their source dimension� Recent studies hypothesize for important associated phenomenon�
The area over which earthquake activity is correlated varies in time and might grow prior
to a large earthquake� This hypothesis is supported by a wealth of observations� computer
simulation� and has theoretical interpretations� Several measures of earthquake correla�
tion lengths were recently suggested by di�erent authors� Here we analyze one of these
measures� ��x� t�� based on single�link cluster analysis of epicenters� Previous studies have
shown the growth of � prior to nine large earthquakes in California during 	
������� In
this paper we study whether the reported growth of the correlation length ��x� t� can be
used for earthquake prediction� Our results show that reasonable retrospective prediction
of large earthquakes �M � ���� in California can be achieved by using the increase of � as
a signal for the approach of a large earthquake� Extensive variations of numerical param�
eters demonstrate the stability of this prediction method� Additionally� we compare the
distributions of ��x� t� close and distant in time and space to large earthquakes and �nd a
systematic shift re�ecting the increase of the correlation length prior to large earthquakes�
Premonitory increases of correlation lengths are seen most clearly in the highly fractured
areas near fault junctions� Its predictive power is reduced in more homogeneous regions�
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�� Introduction

Earthquakes are correlated over the distances far exceeding their source
dimension� Among many manifestations of this phenomenon one observes
the simultaneous change of seismicity in large areas ��� 
� migration of seis�
micity along seismic belts �	� �� global interdependence in the occurrence of
major earthquakes ��� etc� Ample evidence of long�range correlations comes
from the studies of changes in seismic activity prior to large earthquakes
����	� There is growing evidence that earthquake correlation ranges are
not only large but also increase with time prior to strong earthquakes� Pre�
monitory patterns based on this phenomenon have been recently found in
modeled seismicity and in observations ����
�� Here� we study one speci�c
measure of earthquake correlation range introduced in ���� Speci�cally� we
focus on the following questions� Can this measure be used for earthquake
prediction� If so� how can it be used�

���� Premonitory long�range correlations� The area where pre�
monitory patterns can be observed was �rst estimated by V�Keilis�Borok
and L�Malinovskaya ��� Speci�cally� it was shown that a� the occurrence
rate of moderate�size earthquakes increases years to a decade prior to some
large earthquakes� b� the increase� if observed� occurs within a large territory
around the approaching earthquake�s rupture zone� and c� the size Q of that
territory scales with the magnitude M of a large earthquake as

logQ � ���M� ���

Later studies con�rmed these results� Table � presents estimates of the lin�
ear size of the earthquake preparation area� R � Q���� obtained by di�er�
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TABLE �� Estimations of the area where premonitory patterns
may be observed

Measure Year R�L� Reference

Area of faultbreaks 	
�� � 	�L Keilis�Borok and Malinovskaya�
	
��

Distant aftershocks 	
F� 	�L Prozoro�� 	
F�

Earthquake swarms 	
FF �L� 	�L Caputo et al�� 	
FF

Bursts of aftershocks� area of
faultbreaks� swarms 	
J� �L� 	�L Keilis�Borok et al�� 	
J�

Algorithm CNQ 	
JV �L� 	�L Keilis�Borok and Rotwain� 	

�

Algorithm MJQ 	
J� �L� 	�L Keilis�Borok and Kossobokov� 	

�

Algorithm SSEQ 	

 � �L Vorobieva� 	




Number of earthquakes 	

� � 	��L Press and Allen� 	

�

Number of earthquakes 	

� � �L Knopo� et al�� 	

�

Varnes� 	
J

Benio� strain release 	
J
 � �L Bowman et al�� 	

J

Jaume and Sykes� 	



Near�simultaneous pairs of

earthquakes ��	 � VL Shebalin et al�� ���

Correlation length via Single Zoller et al�� ��	
Link Cluster ��	 � �L Zoller and Hainzl� ��	

Simultaneous activization
of fault branches �� � 	�L Zaliapin et al�� ��

Q References are given to later comprehensive reviews[ not to original work�

ent authors� to make results comparable they are given as relations between
R and the linear dimension L of the coming earthquake� One can see surpris�
ingly good agreement despite the diversity of applied approaches� data� and
regions considered� V�Keilis�Borok and L�Malinovskaya �� studied the total
area of faultbreaks and demonstrated its increase prior to some large earth�
quakes� A� Prozorov ��� observed that the location of future large earthquake
might be depicted years in advance by �distant aftershocks�� earthquakes
that immediately follow a mainshock at distances �� times larger than its
linear source dimension� study �
� showed that swarms of earthquakes of
medium magnitude might occur years prior to large earthquakes� In the
wake of these �ndings the family of algorithmically de�ned intermediate�
term earthquake premonitory seismicity patterns was introduced and tested
worldwide during the last 
� years� The latest comprehensive reviews can
be found in ��
� 

� These patterns re�ect the following changes of seismic�
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ity� increase of earthquake activity� clustering� transformations of magnitude
distribution �Gutenberg�Richter law�� and increase of earthquake correlation
range� They have been jointly used in the earthquake prediction algorithms
M� �
	� CN �
� and SSE �
�� These algorithms are validated by well�
documented advance predictions ��
�
�� 
�� 
�� Importantly� the relation
��� is used to renormalize the prediction algorithms for di�erent target mag�
nitudes M � During the past decade� large attention was given to study
accelerating seismic moment release prior to large and great earthquakes
��	�
�� 
�� 	�� Relation ��� was shown to describe the size of the area where
seismic activity accelerates prior to a large earthquake� Recently� F�Press
and C� Allen extended the frontiers of the long�range�correlation paradigm
by demonstrating that �earthquakes in southern California occur within a
larger system that includes at least the Great Basin and the Gulf of Califor�
nia� ��� Particularly� they argue that an earthquake predicted for Park�eld
is not likely to occur until activity picks up in one of those distant areas�
Long�range earthquake correlations are observed in modeling ������� 	��

	� and explained in the framework of �self�organized criticality�� �critical
point behavior�� and ��nite�time singularity� concepts that have reinforced
each other during the last decade �	���
�

���� Premonitory increase of earthquake correlation length� Re�
cent studies hypothesize for important associated phenomena� the area over
which earthquake activity is correlated varies in time and might grow prior
to a large earthquake� Several explicitly de�ned measures for the earthquake
correlation range were introduced and studied�
Pepke et al� ��� considered a measure AZS �Active Zone Size� for a dy�

namical model of a fault� it was demonstrated that AZS has a much stronger
predictive power comparing to seismic activation and �uctuations of activ�
ity in predicting synthetic earthquakes� V�Kossobokov and J� Carlson ���
demonstrated that by using AZS instead of seismic activity in the earth�
quake prediction algorithm M� �
	� one improves its performance for west�
ern United States�
The study of the colliding cascade model of seismicity introduced two

earthquake correlation measures� Accord and ROC �Radius of Correlation�
����	�� The measure Accord accounts for the geometry of a regional fault
network� Its predictive power for observed seismicity of southern California
was demonstrated in �
�� Short�term premonitory increases of the measure
ROC was found in ��� for observed seismicity of Lesser Antilles�
Study ��� introduced the correlation length measure ��x� t� based on

single�link cluster analyses of epicenters� The ��x� t� was evaluated for epi�
centers xi of nine large earthquakes in California for the period preceding
each event� It was shown that ��xi� t� increases in time prior to each of
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the earthquakes considered� the increase lasting for periods from years to
decades� In this paper we consider how this measure can be used for earth�
quake prediction�

���� Verifying premonitory phenomenon� Is the increase of ��x� t�
observed in ��� a distinctive feature of the area around and the time preced�
ing a large earthquake� More explicitly� can one use the increase of ��x� t�
to predict a large earthquake� Answering this question on the sole basis of
observations preceding large earthquakes can be questioned� a trivial ana�
logue is an attempt to predict large earthquakes by the advent of a New
Year� It is of course true that one witnesses a New Years celebration a year
prior to any large earthquake� at the same time a large earthquake cannot
be predicted this way�
We consider the correlation length ��x� t� introduced in ��� for California

during �����
���� it is evaluated over a spatially uniform grid that covers the
whole territory� First� we analyze spatio�temporal distributions of � values
within areas close and distant in time and space to large �M � ���� earth�
quakes� Second� we perform a retrospective prediction using the increase of
��x� t� as a signal of an approaching large earthquake� Quality and stability
of the prediction are evaluated� The data and de�nition of the correlation
length are taken unchanged from ����

�� Data

We analyze seismicity of California in the latitude range 	
�N����N and
longitude range ����W��
��W within the period �����
���� The data are
taken from Worldwide Earthquake Catalog produced by The Council of the
National Seismic System �CNSS� �available at http���quake�geo�berkeley�edu
�cnss�� Only earthquakes with magnitudes M � ��� are kept for analysis�
aftershocks are not excluded� As a result� 		

 earthquakes are considered�
Nine of them have magnitudeM � ���� they are listed in Table 
 and shown
in Fig� ��

�� Correlation length

The correlation length ��x� t� is de�ned as the median of the length distri�
bution of links� which form a single�link cluster for epicenters of consecutive
K earthquakes occurred prior to the time t and within a circle of radius R
centered at the point x ���� The procedure for constructing a single�link
cluster connecting M points in a metric space is the following ��	� �� Each
point ofM is connected with its nearest neighbor� M� � M clusters are pro�
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TABLE 
� Large earthquakes considered

Date M Longitude� �W Latitude� �N Area

a July 	� 	
� F�� 		
�� V���� Kern County

b April 
� 	
�J ��� 		��	V VV�	
 Borrego Mountain

c February 
� 	
F	 ��� 		J��� V���	 San Fernando

d May � 	
JV ��F 	��V V�� Coalinga

e November �� 	
JF ��� 		��J� VV��	 Superstition Hills

f October 	J� 	
J
 F�� 		�JJ VF��� Loma Prieta

g June J� 	

 F�V 		���� V��� Landers

h January 	F� 	

� ��� 		J��� V��	 Northridge

i October 	�� 	


 F�	 		��F V���
 Hector Mine

Fig� �� Earthquakes with M � ��� since 	
� in California� circle �a� Kern County� 	
��
M ^ F��[ �b� Borrego Mountain� 	
�J� M ^ ���[ �c� San Fernando� 	
F	� M ^ ���[ �d�
Coalinga� 	
JV� M ^ ��F[ �e� Superstition Hills� 	
JF� M ^ ���[ �f� Loma Prieta� 	
J
�
M ^ F��[ �g� Landers� 	

� M ^ F�V[ �h� Northridge� 	

�� M ^ ���[ �i� Hector Mine�
	


� M ^ F�	� After _	J`
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duced� 
� Each cluster ofM� is connected with its nearest neighbor� distance
between clusters is a minimum distance between points from these clusters�
M� � M� � M clusters are produced� 	� This procedure is repeated until
all points are connected within a single cluster�
The analysis was carried out by considering a spatial grid G with cell

size of ���� � ����� The correlation length ��x� t� was calculated at each
of 
�� nodes of the grid for the time period �����
���� It was calculated
at each node with di�erent sliding event window size K and circle radii
R� K was varied from �� to 
� with step 
� R was varied from ���km
to ���km with step ���km� therefore 	� versions of the correlation length
were calculated for each spatial location� Only those circles that contain
more than ��� earthquakes during the whole time period are left for further
analysis� It is worth mentioning that on average the event window of size
K � �� corresponds to ���� yr� K � 
� to ���� yr�
The function ��x� t� for the location x � �	��N� ������W�� close to the

epicenter of Landers earthquake ����
�M � ��	�� is shown in Fig� 
�

Fig� �� Typical correlation length ��x� t� evaluated for the location x ^ �V��N� 		����W��
close to the epicenter of Landers earthquake �	

� M ^ F�V�� Vertical lines mark occur�
rence times of large earthquakes� See discussion in Sect� V

It corresponds to K � 
�� R � ���km� vertical lines mark the occurrence
time of large �M � ���� earthquakes� There is a sharp increase of the
correlation length during 
 years prior to Landers� at the same time the
general behavior of the function ��x� t� is quite irregular and unstable� One
observes large spikes over the whole time period� not necessarily preceding a
large earthquake� Clearly� this single function does not say too much about
large earthquake occurrence� However� what is of interest is to study the
collective behavior of ��x� t� at di�erent spatial locations to check whether
its high values can be observed more often prior to a large earthquake�
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�� Distribution analysis

In this section we analyze the distributions of � values for two distinct
spatio�temporal zones� �� close in time and space to epicenters of large
earthquakes and 
� distant in time and space from the epicenters of large
earthquakes� The �rst zone is called zone D� for dangerous� the second zone
is called zoneN� for non�dangerous� Ideally� one should observe premonitory
phenomena within zone D� and should not within zone N� This simple and
straightforward analysis is well known in pattern recognition and was used
successfully in many geophysical studies�
Let �Xi� Ti�� i � �� � � � � neq be space and time coordinates of neq large

earthquakes� which occurred within the analyzed time�space volume� Fol�
lowing are the de�nitions of zones A� D� and N used in the distribution
analyses� Qualitatively� a spatio�temporal point belongs to zone A �D� if
it is close in space and time to one of the large earthquakes and lies after it
�prior to it� in time� Formally� point �x� t� belongs to zone A if and only if
the following two conditions hold for at least one index k� � � k � neq � ��
jXk � xj � rA� 
� � � t � Tk � TA� Here j � j denotes a spherical distance�
Point �x� t� belongs to zone D if and only if it does not belong to zone A and
the following two conditions hold for at least one index k� �� jXk� xj � rD�

� � � Tk � t � TD� Point �x� t� belongs to zone N if and only if it does
belong neither to zone A nor zone D� rA� TA� rD� and TD are numerical pa�
rameters� Note that each spatio�temporal point belongs to one and only one
of zones A� bf D� and N�
Zone A covers the aftermath of a large earthquake� points from this zone

are excluded from the analysis� Thus� only the � values evaluated within
zones D and N are considered� This is especially important in our case
when aftershocks are not eliminated and dramatically a�ect the dynamics of
the correlation length ��x� t�� Figures 	a�b show distributions HD and HN
of the correlation length ��x� t� within zones D and N respectively� param�
eters used to construct the distributions are indicated in bold in the �rst
column of Table 	� These distributions are coarsely estimated at three bins
each containing ��	 of the correlation length values observed within zones D
and N together� Clearly� one observes a discrepancy� the distribution HN is
almost uniform while the distribution HD favors high values of the correla�
tion length� To further illustrate this observation we consider the di�erence
of the distributions� H" � HD �HN� which is shown in Fig� 	 c� Positive
values of this di�erence for the right bin� H" ��high��� indicate that high
values of the correlation length are observed more often within zone D�
Panels d�f of Fig� 	 illustrate the distribution analysis with parameters

listed in the third column of Table 	� The qualitative picture is the same
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Fig� �� Distribution analysis� Distribution of � is coarsely evaluated at three bins� {low{�
{medium{ and {high{� each containing 	|V of values considered� Panels �a�>�c� correspond
to parameters given in the �rst column of Table V� �d�>�f� to parameters given in the third
column� �a�� �d� distribution HN within zone N� distant in time and space from large
earthquakes[ �b�� �e� distribution HD within zone D� close in time and space to large
earthquakes[ �c�� �f� di�erence of distributions� H� ^ HD �HN � Note the discrepancy of
distributions HN and HD� there is a clear shift toward high values within zone D� which
is depicted by positive values of the di�erence H��{high{�

TABLE 	� Distribution analysis �Sect� ��� Other parameters are �xed�
K � 
�� rA � rD � ���km� TA � 
 yr

R� km ���Q ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� V�� V�� �� �� 	�� 	��
TD� yr 	 � 	 � 	 � 	 � 	 � 	 �

H��{high{�� } 	� � 	� � 	V � � 	 � F �V F
QSets of parameters given in bold are discussed in the text �Sect��� and illustrated in Fig�V
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as in panels a�c� there is a shift of the distribution toward high values
within zone D� Results for di�erent parameter values are collected in Table
	� Due to qualitative similarity of analyzed distributions and the obvious
relation H"��low��  H"��medium��  H"��high��� �� only the di�erences
H"��high�� �in !� are shown� The results presented in the table demon�
strate that the distribution shift is stable under variations of parameters�
Being calculated with TD � � yr� H"��high�� decreases with the radius

R from ��! to �!� it remains nearly �! for TD � � yr� i�e�� the best
statistical separation of zones D and N are possible within an extended
territory� R � ��� km� during the relatively short time period of � year� it
became worse for improperly long times or small territories�
While the discrepancy between the distributions HD and HN is evident�

it is in fact not too large� The maximum di�erence between distributions
reported in Table 	 is only ��!� Is it enough to distinguish zones D and N
in practice� Is the correlation length a reliable signal of a large earthquake
approach� To answer these questions� we analyze retrospective prediction
that could be done using the correlation length as a precursor of a large
earthquake�

�� Retrospective prediction

In this section we consider retrospective predictions targeted at nine large
�M � ���� earthquakes in California during �����
���� they are listed in
Table 
� The predictions are based on the increase of the correlation length
de�ned in Sect� 	�
The prediction methodology that we use here is based on pattern recogni�

tion analyses of infrequent events introduced to geophysics by I�M�Gelfand
in the early ���s ���� it was successfully used for many years in the quest for
premonitory seismicity patterns �see review in ��
�

�� The major trait of
this approach is its robustness� results are coarse but stable� Prediction is of
the yes�no type� we declare precisely outlined alarms and count all successes
and errors� Exhaustive variation of the prediction�s adjustable elements eval�
uates its quality and stability� A pivotal tool for such an evaluation is the
error diagram �Sect� ��
�� which sums up di�erent errors of prediction� allows
the comparison of di�erent prediction methods and optimization of predic�
tion strategies� The error diagram was introduced to seismological studies by
G�Molchan ��� and became an indispensable tool in earthquake prediction
research�

���� Scheme of analysis� The function ��x� t� is monitored at each
node xi of the grid G� Once it exceeds the threshold Ci an individual alarm is
declared for the time " within the circle of radius r centered at xi� Threshold
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Ci is de�ned as Q�percentile of values ��xi� t� observed at the location xi�
An alarm cluster is de�ned as a union of alarms that are connected in space
and time� This means that two alarms belong to the same cluster if and only
if there is a spatio�temporal path� which connects these alarms and is totally
covered by these and other alarms �obviously� all alarms that cover this path
also belong to the same cluster�� If a target earthquake happens to be covered
by an alarm cluster it is called a predicted earthquake� otherwise it is called
an unpredicted earthquake� An alarm cluster that covers at least one of the
target earthquakes is called a successful alarm� otherwise it is called a false

alarm� Note that the de�nition of predicted�unpredicted earthquakes would
not change if one considered individual alarms instead of alarm clusters� and
this is not the case for successful�false alarms�

���� Error diagrams� Suppose that the prediction was performed
during the time interval of length T �yr� within the area of S �km�� and N
large earthquakes occurred within this period� A alarm clusters were declared
and Af of them are false� all the alarms altogether cover the spatio�temporal
volume VA �yr � km��� Nf target earthquakes were unpredicted� Prediction
is described by the following dimensionless errors� the fraction of unpredicted
earthquakes� n � Nf�N � the relative alarm coverage� � � VA��T � S�� the
fraction of false alarms� f � Af�A�
The error diagram sums up the prediction errors� each particular predic�

tion corresponds to a single point in �n� �� f� space� The error diagram will
be used to evaluate the predictive power of our prediction algorithm and its
stability�
The evaluation of the correlation length ��x� t� involves two numerical

parameters� event window size K and data collection radius R� a prediction
with a particular function � depends on another three parameters� threshold
quantile Q� alarm radius r� and alarm duration "� Each combination of
these �ve parameters corresponds to a separate prediction� characterized by
three errors� n�K�R�Q� r�"�� ��K�R�Q� r�"�� f�K�R�Q� r�"��

���� Prediction� We performed predictions following the scheme of
Sect� ���� The parameters are varied as follows� K � ��� ��� � � � � 
�� R �
���� 
��� � � � � ��� km� Q � ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� " � ���� �� � � � � ��
yr� r was always �xed at ��� km� Over ����� predictions were considered
altogether�
An error diagram for predictions with R � r � ��� km is shown in

Fig� �� it brings together ��� individual predictions with di�erent values
of parameters K�Q� and "� The fact that the fraction of space�time alarm
duration is always greater than ��! is due to our prediction scheme� Each
node is forced to declare at least one alarm� thus the total space�time area
covered by alarms cannot be arbitrary small even for the highest values of
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Fig� �� Error diagram for retrospective prediction in California during 	
��>���� Each
point corresponds to a �xed set of parameter values� �a� Fraction of space�time covered by
alarms� � � vs� fraction of failures to predict� n� �b� Fraction of false alarms� f � vs� fraction
of failures to predict� n� Parameters are varied as follows� K ^ 	�� 	F� � � � � �[ R ^ r ^ 	��
km[ Q ^ ���� ���� ��F� ��J� ��
� ��
�� ��

[ ~ ^ ���� 	� � � � � 	� years� Triangles correspond to
a narrowed range of parameters� Q � ��
�~ �  years� Large circles mark two versions of
predictions that are used for the stability analysis �Sect� ���� Fig� �� and in the analysis
of individual predictions �Sect� ���� Fig� F�� Diagonal line in panel �a� correspond to a
random binomial prediction� alarm is declared at each time with probability p ^ � � and
is not declared with probability 	 � p ^ 	 � � [ deviations from the diagonal line depict
predictive power of a precursor _��`

the threshold Q� Notably� the n� � part of the error diagram is asymmetric
relative to the diagonal line of random prediction and most of the points
are distanced from this line� thus indicating the predictive power of the
considered precursor� Still� some points lie above the diagonal line� implying
a prediction worse than �random�� Is it an inherent drawback of prediction
by the correlation length ��x� t�� In fact� we have considered such a broad
range of parameter values that it would be too naive to hope that all of
them will produce reasonable result� Triangles in Figure � mark predictions
obtained within the narrowed parameter range� Q � ����" � 
 yr� All these
points are nicely clustered and separated from the random prediction line�
the number of false alarms decreases�
Previous studies suggest that premonitory phenomena scale with the size

of approaching earthquake� Thus it is natural to expect that the increase of
the correlation length should be observed within di�erent spatio�temporal
zones for earthquakes of di�erent magnitude� Figure � shows separate error
diagrams for predictions targeted at earthquakes of magnitude M � ��� and
M � ��� �Kern County� Landers� Hector Mine�� Panels a� and b correspond
to M � ���� R � r � ��� km� Q � ���� " � 
 yr� panels c� and d to
M � ���� R � 
��� r � ��� km� Q � ����� " � � yr� Points on both error
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Fig� �� Error diagrams for predictions of di�erent target magnitudes� �a�� �b� M � F���
K ^ 	�� 	F� � � � � �� R ^ r ^ 	�� km� Q � ��
� ~ �  yr[ �c�� �d� M � F��� K ^
	�� 	F� � � � � �� R ^ ��� r ^ 	�� km� Q � ��
�� ~ � � yr� See details in Sect� ��V

diagrams in Fig� � lie closer to the origin� n � � � f � �� than points
in Fig� �� which means that prediction quality has improved� Noteworthy
is the di�erence in parameters corresponding to the improved predictions�
Prediction of earthquakes with M � ��� is better with ��x� t� estimated
within an area of R � 
�� km� prediction M � ��� is better with ��x� t�
estimated within a smaller area� R � ��� km� Predictions of M � ��� are
more precise� The correlation length increases less than � years prior to a
target earthquake� while for M � ��� the increase is observed 
��� years in
advance�
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��	� Stability of prediction� In the previous section we demonstrated
that there is a wide domain of parameters that produce reasonable predic�
tions� But how stable are these predictions� How does a slight variation of
parameters a�ect the prediction outcomes� To answer these questions we
single out two predictions marked by large open circles in Fig� �� slightly
change values of numerical parameters corresponding to these versions� and
compare our results on the error diagram �Fig� ���

(a) (b)
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Fig� �� Stability analysis� a particular version of prediction is considered� parameters of
this prediction are slightly varied� and results corresponding to these variations are shown
in the error diagram� Filled circles� original versions of prediction� triangles > variations�
Two versions of prediction are considered� K ^ �� R ^ r ^ 	�� km� Q ^ ��
�� ~ ^ 
yr �panels �a�� �b��� and K ^ 	
� R ^ r ^ 	�� km� Q ^ ��
� ~ ^ 	 yr �panels �c�� �d���
These two versions of prediction are marked by large circles at error diagram in Fig� �
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Parameter values and their variations are given in Table �� The �rst
row of the table corresponds to panels a� b� and the second to panels c� d�

TABLE �� Parameters for stability test �Sect� ����

R� km K Q r� km ~� years
�		 	� V� �� ��
� 	�
�� ��

 �		 	��� �� ��
�		 	F� �
� 	 ��J� 	�
� ��
� �		 ���� �� 	��

Stability of prediction is depicted by the clustering of points with regard to
the original version of prediction� Obviously� stability is high in panels a� b�
and is slightly worse in panels c� d� This is due to our choice of versions for
our stability analysis� The original prediction for panels a� b is taken from
the center of the point cluster on the error diagram �Fig� ��� as a result it
gives not the best but stable and reproducible predictions� On the contrary�
the original prediction for panels c� d is taken from the boundary of the
cluster� It produces better�than�average but less stable results� Generally�
the �best� versions of prediction� taken from the border of the error diagram
cluster� outline boundaries of the predictive power of a given method rather
than re�ect the realistic quality of prediction�
So far we have considered averaged statistics of prediction� Next we focus

on individual predictions for speci�c spatial locations�
���� Individual predictions� At any given time a particular spatial

point may be covered by more than one individual alarm� because an alarm
produced at spatial point x is declared not only for this point but for an
extended circle centered at x� In this section we consider the number of
alarms that cover a particular spatial location at a given time moment� We
focus our attention on three locations� epicenters of BorregoMountain ������
M � ����� San Fernando ������ M � ���� and Landers ������ M � ��	�
earthquakes� The number of alarms declared for each of these locations is
shown in Fig� �a� Predictions are made with parameters shown in bold in
the �rst row of Table �� The top panel corresponds to the Borrego Mountain
epicenter� the middle to San Fernando� and the bottom to Landers� Vertical
lines mark the occurrence times of these earthquakes� In each panel we
additionally show the occurrence times of earthquakes that were within ���
km from the location considered� Thus� we also show Superstition Hills
������M � ���� earthquake in the top panel� Kern County ����
�M � ����
and Northridge ������M � ���� in the middle panel� and Hector Mine ������
M � ���� in the bottom panel� Predictions for the same three locations but
with di�erent parameter values are shown in Fig� � b� parameters are given
in bold in the second row of Table ��
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Fig� �� Number of alarms that cover a particular spatial location at time t� Vertical
lines mark occurrence times of large earthquakes that fell within 	�� km from the location
considered� Top panel corresponds to the epicenters of Borrego Mountain earthquake
�	
�J� M ^ ����� middle to San Fernando �	
F	� M ^ ���� and bottom to Landers �	


�
M ^ F�V�� �a� K ^ �� R ^ r ^ 	�� km� Q ^ ��
�� ~ ^  yr� �b� K ^ 	
� R ^ r ^ 	��
km� Q ^ ��
� ~ ^ 	 yr� These two versions of prediction are marked by large circles in
the error diagram in Fig� �
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Figures � a� b give a typical picture of what happens within the regions
considered� Prediction works reasonably for Imperial Valley earthquakes
�top panel� and in the area near the San Andreas � Garlock triple junction
�middle panel�� increases of the correlation length are de�nitely associated
with times preceding large earthquakes� At the same time the prediction
fails when it is shifted to the Mojave Desert where a pronounced increase of
the correlation length occurred in ����s but faded away by ����s when the
two largest earthquakes occurred�
Similar analysis shows that Loma Prieta earthquake ������ M � ����

is usually predicted with a couple of false alarms within its territory� The
Coalinga earthquake ����	� M � ���� is typically missed� The correlation
length signi�cantly increases within its territory only in the late ����s� ��
years after the event� A notable feature in Fig� � is the pronounced clustering
of alarms in time�

 � Discussion and conclusions

�� We have examined the hypothesis that the earthquake correlation
length increases prior to large earthquakes in California and may be used
for earthquake prediction� With this aim in view� we analyzed the measure
��x� t� of correlation length introduced in ���� First� we considered statisti�
cal distribution of the values of the correlation length ��x� t� and found the
shift toward high values within the areas close in space and time to a large
earthquake� Second� we performed retrospective predictions of large earth�
quakes in California during the period �����
���� evaluated its performance
and found the set of parameters that gave reasonable and stable prediction
quality� Finally� we analyzed predictions for territories around epicenters of
large earthquakes�

� Our results imply that the measure ��x� t� does increase prior to a

large earthquake within an extended region around the ensuing epicenter�
Importantly� we were able to observe that phenomenon using the same �xed
set of parameters for the whole space and time considered� Moreover� we
outlined a large domain of parameters that can be used to reproduce the
general result�
	� At the same time� the premonitory increase of the correlation length is

weak� e�g� distributions of � values for zonesD andN di�er by less than 
�!
only� This situation is usual for prediction research� it is well known that
individual premonitory patterns typically perform not so well and should be
considered together within a complex prediction algorithm� This is the case
for well�tested prediction algorithms M�� CN� and SSE� Our results suggest
that the increase of earthquake correlation range can be considered as a
reliable individual precursor�
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�� From results in Sect� � and � we conclude that the best statisti�
cal discrimination of zones D and N corresponds to using a large territory
�R � ��� km� to evaluate the correlation length� On the contrary� the best
prediction corresponds to a smaller territory� R � 
�� km� This is caused
by a large number of �false� increases of the correlation length evaluated
within the large circles� While high values of � are de�nitely observed prior
to large earthquakes �see Fig� 
�� they are also frequently seen elsewhere�
The number of �false� high values is small enough not to destroy statistics
�Sect� ��� but is unacceptable to construct reasonable prediction� This pro�
vides a good illustration why statistical di�erence is not equivalent to the
possibility of prediction� Furthermore� this explains why the analysis of only
times and spaces around large earthquake �zones D� is insu#cient to make
conclusions about the predictive power of a phenomenon�
�� Results of Sect� ��� imply that premonitory increases of the correlation

length are best observed for the Imperial Valley and for the area around the
San Andreas � Garlock junction� It is not very clear in the Mojave Desert�
and along the northern San Andreas fault� These observations suggest a
hypothesis that the increase of the correlation length is a phenomenon char�
acteristic for highly fractured regions comprising diverse faults and�or fault
systems� Clearly� this hypothesis needs further systematic analysis and can�
not be tested by data and methods considered in this paper�
�� Alarms produced by increased correlation length clearly tend to cluster

in space and time� It is worth further study to explore how this clustering
may be used to improve prediction� Particularly� results of Sect� ��� suggest
that prediction can be signi�cantly improved using the number of alarms
declared for a given spatial point as a precursor�
�� The de�nition of the earthquake correlation length used in this pa�

per is debatable� The function ��x� t� does re�ect a multitude of seismicity
features not necessarily connected with the studied phenomenon� Most obvi�
ously� it decreases due to aftershocks and swarms �see Fig� 
�� Nevertheless�
it demonstrates stable predictive power �Sect� ��	� ���� and allows distin�
guishing between space and time close and distant from a large earthquake
�Sect� ��� Further investigations of the earthquake correlation length dynam�
ics seem promising to improve its de�nition and explore potential predictive
power�
�� The measure � re�ects speci�c features of earthquake clustering de�

picted by single�link clusters� Noteworthy is an alternative approach to
quantitative analysis of premonitory seismicity clustering that was devel�
oped by A�Blanter and M�Shnirman in ��� and recently extended to the
prediction in a sand�pile model by A� Shapoval and M�Shnirman in ����
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